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Welcome to 2018 

A warm welcome to you all for 2018 and this year were opening it with a number 11 master vibration, new 

beginnings, gateways, ascension, evolution, positive growth so a new soul path for all as we take another 

sojourn around our sun, Sol. As well as entering the year of the Dog which can slow it all down as we 

progress gently as it also represents Guardianship and loyal qualities coming forward, protection of home 

& family and boundaries within the communities, so hopefully we’ll see some strong positive changes 

globally in the community arenas and on the family home fronts within all countries in many new ways as 

we have some favourable planetary constellations lining up influencing us too. A nice settling year ahead 

after such a wild transforming one last year as the Phoenix roared through the skies, I felt I skidded 

through it sideways, but can now breathe again....for a while at least. 

  

This year at the Divine Light Ocean Temple, I'm offering the same regular classes that have been running 

yet with more divine presence and heart felt healing as over the last decade we focused on the necessary 

shifts that were required for ourselves personally as well as for the planet.. There will still be the Magical 

Spiritual development circle on a Monday nights and 2 deep transforming meditation and activation 

classes on the Thursdays, one in the morning and one in the evening, these were running monthly last 

year and just as well with everything else people had going on in their lives and will be changing back to 

weekly again as the energies seem fit. I will also be introducing finally a Sacred Mystical School with 

classes once a month on the 3rd Wed, which is a full day of study covering a wide variety of topics and if 

you wish to attend on Wed. 21st Feb at 10.00 to the introductory day , you'll hear and see all the 

modalities being offered as there is some new exciting workshops coming in this year and I have been 

consolidating them into this grand Mystical School for your benefit., I also wish to introduce my new 

Oracle deck “The Ocean Star Gates” which are a collection of photographs from the Rye back Beach on a 

day that the clouds appeared with amazing faces, patterns, beings and air/ light ships in them. I have put 

sacred geometrical shapes over them to bring in a message , just as the clouds were speaking through 

the ethers....on the magical day of Wesak. I look forward to presenting this 85 card deck in this amazing 

method of reading them that also came through the geometrical layout.      

Please see the events calendar which is up on the new website now www.DivineLightOceanTemple.com  

Or you can still veiw some interesting aspects through my first ones 

 Www.divinelightcentre.com & www.divinedesign.net.au  
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INTRODUCING A VERY EXCITING AND SPECTACULAR EVENT 

STAR FAMILY CONFERENCE 

RYE, Melbourne 

FEB 2nd - 4th 2018 

  

 

Tickets on sale now for all 3 days or individual days. 

Didgeridoo meditation, International and local speakers all weekend 

Round Table Q & A, Workshops and Gala Dinner 

www.starfamilyconference.com 

 

  

RYE OCEAN RETREAT 

 

FEB Sat 17th & Sun 18th  

Please email for the 3 page brochure 

michelekingstondlc@gmail.com 
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CLASSES  

 

 

 

 

Soul Development & Spiritual Embrace classes start back on Monday 5th Feb 

circle 7.00-9.30, running each week as we start back with intros of studies, 

reconnecting to our higher selves, chakra and light body cleanse through 

meditation, reopening our spiritual senses, third eye and clairsentience faculties. 

Discovering your self through your soul wisdom. 

 

 

 
  

  

Thursday morning classes begin on the 1st Feb at 10.30 as usual, and in the 

evening at 8.00, then running each week we will connect with the group 

merkabah and tune in to appropriate star councils to see what is in store for 

the season, collections of earth grid data & updates, our light body 

atonements, healing & soul restoration after a hectic year last year 

 



 

 

 

CRYSTAL GUARDIAN WORKSHOP 

Saturday 10 Feb 10-4  

Its time to work with the Crystal Guardians if you havnt before, a wonderful day 

with our crystal family discovering their healing properties, their secrets of the 

Akasha and why certain crystals are drawn to you 

 

 

 

 

 

  

RYE OCEAN RETREAT 

February Sat 17 & Sun 18  

Come along for a beautiful relaxing weekend at the Divine Light Ocean Temple 

open for only 8 people who’d like to enjoy a fun, nurturing, cleansing and 

restoring oneself before we head into a big year ahead. 

Click for further info 

  

 

https://gallery.mailchimp.com/d085b157f14ca912c32861d50/files/19b4a472-bd92-4be0-aa8a-7527b30c6674/Retreat_RYE_FLYER_Feb_18_19_2017.pdf


 

 

SOUND HEALING 

Friday night 23rd February 

Come and enjoy the beautiful sacred tones and sounds for your soul healing. 

It may be exactly what you need at these times, Relax to Chakra chimes, the 

Harp, Crystal Tones singing bowls, bells, Tibetan Bowls 

Treat yourself to a pleasant form of healing and chakra harmonizing  

 

 

 

Also there are some exciting new products that have been created in late 2016, 

which I hope you will enjoy. 

We have the new Crystal Guardian Kingdom of Love Oracle Cards and 4 new 

meditation Cds for you, which are guided and channelled to beautiful composed 

music, they are called: 

“The Genesis Revelation”  

a story of how Earth evolved through the 7 Cosmic Days 

and which planetary influences were involved in the creation of man, plants, 

crystals and animals and in which time frame of the cosmic days these began. 

 

And 3 more mellow and easier listening Angelic ones are:  

“Higher Self Connection”  

A meeting with the Archangels and connecting with your Angelic Love body.  

“The 22 Archangels of The Rays” 

This is introducing the 1st Archangel Temple, that one needs to visit in order for 

this strong template connection.  

”The Andromedan Angels”  

Discovering our neighbouring galaxy and Galactic Core, explaining the roles of 

Galactic Angels.  

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

  

MEDITATION CORNER  

Offering you a free 

meditation for the 

month, which is Larimar, 

as this crystal has been 

around all summer as a 

reminder that creation 

works in a cycle and a 

spiral, therefore we 

always get another 

chance to improve 

ourselves, hope you 

enjoy this meditation 

and I look fwd to seeing 

you throughout this 
 

 

     CRYSTAL GUARDIAN  

  KINGDOMS OF LOVE ORACLE CARDS 

Listen Here 

 

Look Forward to seeing you soon 

  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YIISMIjcKY&sns=em


 

wonderful year that is 

upon us Oceans of Love 

light and Blessings from 

the stars. 

Listen Here 

 

 

                                                        

  

  

  

  

                                                               

 

 

 

On-line shop www.DivineLightOceanTemple.com   

Or drop in 550 Dundas Street, Rye 

Mon-Sun 9.30am – 5.00pm  

Contact for Bookings & visits 

0409406446 

Angel Spirit & Soul Readings and Healings, 

everyday sessions 1.5 hrs at $100  
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Website  

 

Enquiry  

 

Instagram  

 

YouTube  
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